Amber Palace | Collection 2019
AMBER PALACE, Travers newest fabric collection captures the essence of its namesake
palace in Rajasthan, India. Inspired by the timeless and sophisticated colour palette on
record from Jackie Kennedy’s 1962 voyage to India, we began by reimagining new colors
of our best-selling print Beaumont Indienne. Focusing on craftsmanship and artisanal
details, these elements of great design are threaded into both the collection and our
brand heritage. AMBER PALACE marries the classic origins of Travers with a freshness for
today’s market.
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Beaumont Indienne | 44118
8 Colourways
100% LI
Width: 150 cm
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This best-selling Indienne design printed on a linen ground is from
the Travers archive and is the centerpiece of the collection. We
are thrilled to offer 4 new spectacular colourways to ensure
BEAUMONT INDIENNE remains a hit for generations to come.

Bibia Embroidery | 44151
4 Colourways
60% LI, 40% CO
Embroidery: 70% CV, 30% PES
Width: 137 cm
Usable width: 124 cm
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The smooth gradual flow of the two colors in this embroidery make
for a seamless two toned geometric design. Named for Bibia, the
elephant Jackie Kennedy rode at the Amber Palace in Jaipur, the
colors offered range from fresh blue and pink to rich gold and soft
ivory. The emphasis of this design is in its simplicity.

Camelot Embroidery | 44152
2 Colourways
100% CO
Embroidery: 100% CV
Width: 137 cm
Usable width: 130 cm
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Camelot refers to the mythical world where goodness reigned
supreme. This elegant floral ogee design has a very delicate and
feminine feel. CAMELOT EMBROIDERY is offered in two colours,
a soft tonal ivory that has subtle dimension and a rich porcelain
blue and is comprised of viscose embroidery on a 100% cotton
ground cloth.

Rajah | 44153
4 Colourways
45% LI, 31% CV, 24% CO
Width: 140 cm
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The distressed detailing in this subtle snake skin beautifully evokes
a rustic feel. RAJAH is made on an ombre warp using weaving
techniques to give it a slightly raised effect. Short for Rajasthan the
capital of Jaipur, Rajah is available in 4 colourways.

